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ABSTRACT 
 

The study intended to assess the promotion strategy effectiveness on sells effects on 

advertising in Zanzibar Insurance Corporation. The study used descriptive research 

design with the combination of mainly quantitative but also qualitative approach was 

also applied. The sample size of the study was 30 staffs  within departments of 

Zanzibar Insurance Corporation. The data was collected through semi-structure 

questionnaires and data analysis was done using quantitative technique of SPSS 

computer program and qualitative method using data organizing and interpretation. 

Either, the study used regression and correlation analyses to investigate the 

relationship between advertising and sales from a 10 year historical data obtained 

from the audited annual financial statements.  

It was also found that, promotion strategy effectiveness was not established at ZIC. It 

was also found that, the Corporation did not involve its representatives and agents in 

decision making on advertising strategies that ought to serve their geographically 

dispersed market segments. Thus, imprudent promotion strategy curtailed rational 

decisions on the choice of relevant marketing media and deprived advertising budget 

adequacy. The common advertising media which is mostly used is radio, brochures 

and TVs. The management is not perceived enough to prepare annual advertising plan 

and program. Evaluation of advertising campaign and financial expenditure for 

advertising only conducted within headquarter Zanzibar. Consequently, the explored 

promotion strategy imprudence is an attribution in the t-statistics (0.92) showing 

linear relationship. 

Finally, the study recommended that Zanzibar Insurance Corporation to improves 

prudence of corporate promotion strategy to enhance the sales-effect of advertising. 

The Board of Directors should direct the formulation of articulate corporate 

communication and promotion strategy within the corporation. The marketing 

department in association with other departments and other local staffs should prepare 

the communication/promotion strategy document to reflect the provisions of the 

Corporation’s strategic plan on the role of marketing. The Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation must prepare and adhere to advertising policy, programs, and annual 

implementation plans. Finally, the study recommends that the Corporation needs to 

strengthen its marketing department by placing qualified marketing official in each of 

its branches. 

Key Words:Prudence, Insurance; Marketing; Promotion; Advertising;  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background Information 

In the current competitive business environment, companies always focusing on 

attracting consumers’ attention about products or services which they offered. These 

consumers are achieved through strategies and action plan which are more effective 

than competitor’s strategies. The most noticed strategy is advertising. Advertising 

may influence consumers in many different ways, but the primary goal of advertising 

is to increase the probability that consumers are exposed to an advertisement, 

tempting them to behave or believe in the same way as the advertiser wishes (Amit 

and Dominique, 2010). Advertising plays key communication and promotion role in 

markets and communities. The outcomes of advertising are growth of sales, 

productivity, and profit volume of the organizations (Sajuyigbe et al, 2013). 

Advertising plays as a communication and/or promotion tool in businesses and 

communities which create links between sellers/providers and buyers/users. it 

enhances goods/services by disseminating information on availability, value as well 

as uses of goods and services to customers and consumers. 

Many marketers apply advertising as an influential promotional strategy that is used 

to disseminate message about products or services to the current and potential 

customers. According to Shahriaand Jamia (2011), advertising is an important 

intervention strategy of improving business scope and markets. In this regard 

advertising is regarded by majority of marketers as one among important tools to 

attract attention in a competitive market (Shahria and Jamia2011). In the current 

moment advertising investment has been significantly increased. Several firms invest 

a huge amount of money in advertising in order to build their brands and generate 

sales.  

Advertising uses many tools, and that different advertising tools make different 

promotion impact to different market segments and different times. While internet 

and newspaper advertisements makes the most sense in advanced societies with high 

literacy rate, radio and TV still plays good advertising role in communities with low 
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literacy rates (Rust et al. 2004). It has been noted that the traditional linear advertising 

format of conventional is actually better than interactive advertising for certain kinds 

of consumers (Zia 2015). In Nigeria, for example, the common traditional 

communication to communities was the use of town criers to send messages across 

members of the public (Arowomole, 2002). The type of media used in advertising 

defers according to nature of the society. In most rural areas radios play a crucial role 

while in urban and cities internets, TVs, and brochures are used. This has been 

observed in many empirical reviews (Seukindo, 2017). Variations of the advertising 

tools have different role in different environment of the business.     

Nonetheless, the extent to which those communication links grow up to provide 

significant impact of advertising to sales performance depends on the strength of 

management of the marketing department in making decisions about promotion 

strategy. In supporting this assertion, Adefulu (2015) suggests that, promotion 

strategy measured by advertising, publicity, and sales promotion affected market 

share and profitability at different percentage rate while personal selling did not. 

Managers concerned about maintaining competitive edge in the market may find it 

appropriate to begin by examining promotion strategy adoption (ibid).  

Budget has also role to play in the promotion strategies particularly emphasize made 

to advertising. The advertising expenditures have been increased in the ten years in 

the developing world because of the economic growth in countries like China, Hong 

Kong, Mexico, and Argentina, while in developed countries the main factor for 

increased of advertising expenditure is upcoming of new advertisers in the 

telecommunication, banking and insurance industry (WFA, EACA & UNEP, 2002). 

Similarly, marketers are highly under pressure to rationalize their advertising 

investment and to measure the return on marketing investment (Rust et al. 2004). As 

business companies spend money to advertise their products and services in 

competitive markets, the company expects significant contribution of advertising 

campaign to company’s sales. For instance, Unilever invest $8.9 billion on 

advertising in 2015, and its core competitor P&G invested $10.4 billion (Advertising 

Age 2017). From this evident, it implies that increasing sales volume is the core 
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interest of every organization since profits of business enterprises depend very much 

on sales volume. Zia (2015) argues that, when sales volume goes up also profits rise 

and management of business activities in organizations is made easier through 

advertising. Advertising campaigns can and should have immediate impact on sales. 

However, apart from availability or lacking of the financial resources may influence 

advertising, campaign has immense role for the selling outcomes.  

The strongest advertising campaigns can triple sales and the weakest advertising 

campaign can actually cause sales to fall even by more than 50 percent (Kotler2007). 

Similarly, Jones (2007) argues that the accepted wisdom in advertising is that 

advertising campaigns. It is good for building brand recognition and good will, and 

not for immediate sales impact. According to Chaharsoughi and Yasory (2012) 

campaign is a factor which has an effect on marketing mix that is used to create 

consumers awareness of product or service, disseminating information about product, 

product line, brand or company and creating relationship between marketers and 

customers through campaign has been considered as one of the important measures to 

implement promotion strategies. According to Kotler (2007) Promotion strategies are 

means to attract new customers and retain existing customers thus increase market 

share and return on investment. One of the elements of promotion strategy is an 

advertising which is a straight way used by organization to reach its target public 

through various approaches most of them is information sharing through campaign 

advertising and other techniques Giles (1997). It is an important method for a firm to 

gain competitive advantage in the market. Adetayo (2006) argues that, promotion is 

based on inform, remind and persuade target customers about a product and 

organization, it also used as a means to assist an organization differentiate its products 

from competitors.  

Organizations are forced to embrace effective promotional strategies in order to build 

awareness and increase rate of product usage among customers and ultimately go 

along with competition and meeting the changing consumer needs and wants in the 

place. Giles (1997) argues that, marketing problems have far reaching effects on 
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companies and if neglected cause great threat to continued existence of companies, 

especially in the area of advertising as an aspect of corporate communication.  

Advertising has significant outcomes on effectiveness of insurance performance. In 

the year 2015, the value of insurance premiums in Africa amounted to over 43 billion 

U.S dollars (Aduloju, S. A.,Odugbesan, A., &Oke, S., 2009). South Africa dominated 

the non-life insurance industry in Africa, while Morocco had the largest market share 

of life insurance in the continent. Major Western insurance firms are now paying 

attention to Africa potentials and in 2014 to 2016, Zambia, Nigeria, Ghana and 

Uganda recorded some of the highest growth rates within insurance industry in Sub-

Saharan Africa. Insurers trying to break in Africa normally employ cheaper 

distribution channels and mobile phones, mostly for customer services, which 

represent a promising solution in this regard. 

The Zanzibar Insurance Corporation is a government owned enterprises which has its 

headquarters at an extremely small insurance market in Zanzibar but also operates six 

regional branches and offices in a comparatively large and competitive market in 

Tanzania Mainland. This setting of market structure obliges backup of adequate 

budget allocations for advertising campaigns to produce harmonious impact of 

advertising impetus across market segments at the regional branches and offices to 

match with the headquarters. Commenting on budgeting decisions, Vakratsas, & Ma, 

(2005) proposed that budget allocation decisions should consider the long-run 

effectiveness of the different media employed to increase the productivity of 

advertising campaigns. 

Zanzibar Insurance Corporation, despite being small in terms of market capitalization 

and share as well as structurally dispersed, it also operates in the insurance market 

with many classes of insurance products, namely Motor, Fire, Marine and Accident, 

Burglary, Machine Breakdowns and Electronic equipment. Others include Public 

liability, Workmen’s compensation, group personal accident, contractors all risk, 

domestic servant and the all risk insurance. The main concerns of advertising effect in 

such a given business situation are on the type of advertising tools and the means and 
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timing of deployment amicable for deriving optimal communication and promotional 

impact to increase sales.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

In order for any organization to sustain in a competitive business environment, there 

is a need to embrace marketing communication mix strategies to attract customers 

and develop sustainable relationship and growth (Reid et al, 2005). The increasing of 

revenue, customer base and customer loyalty are the basic criteria used to measure 

organization’s growth in the competitive marketing environment (Marquardt, 

1994).Advertising constitutes the most important element of the 

communication/promotion mix, whose impact on sales continues to attract the interest 

of many researchers in the field of marketing management. Parsons and Schultz 

(2001) argue that advertising is a simple and easy promotion tool to apply in 

marketing and increase sales of products. Similarly, Pwael et al, (2003) show that 

advertising is advantageous in both short run and long run businesses. Though long 

run, it is utmost appreciated, since It raises the value of the products and organization 

as a whole.  

Although, insurance industry in Tanzania continues to grow highly in-terms of 

insurance providers, business volumes and revenues; nonetheless, insurance 

marketing is underutilized as marketing managers forget the important role of some 

elements of the promotion strategies play. This has led most of people lacking 

awareness on insurance services and the way these services provided. 

There are numerous community claims and shouts on insurance services 

effectiveness. The insurance services have become insufficient and information 

regarding to its services is not much available. Kwami (2012) observed that in 

absence of enough information, community may lose awareness and services 

provided by the business entity may become unknown. Apparently, promotion 

policies, procedures, advertising plans, and programs which are champion approaches 

of information are some of the neglected strategies. 
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Elvis and Kwami, (2012) observed the consequence of this neglecting on profitability 

and market share of company is marketing depression. Several studies have been 

conducted on effects of promotion strategy on sales performance (Kayega 2013, 

Yahya 2013, Kibona 2015, Seukindo 2017), but little of them have been done in the 

insurance industries. Neglecting of these advertising strategies has so far impose 

several question on consequence to advertising products as this research may provide 

clear contribution on the area of insurance services and marketing share in Zanzibar 

and Tanzania as a whole.  

1.3 Research Objectives 

1.3.1 General objective 

The main objective of this study was to assess prudence of the promotion strategy on 

sales effects of advertising products in Zanzibar Insurance Corporation.  

1.3.2 Specific objectives  

To achieve the above general objective, the specific objectives of this study were the 

following:  

1) To investigate the existence promotion policy, advertising plans, budgets and 

advertising campaign programs at the Corporation. 

2) To examine the effectiveness of advertising media on sales performance  

3) To analyze the relationship between advertising strategies and sales 

performance of insurance products  

1.4 Research Questions 

Does the Corporation possess promotion policy, advertising plans and budgets, and 

advertising campaign programs?  

What are the effects of advertising media used on sales performance of the 

corporation?  

To what extents do advertising strategies have relationship with sales of Insurance 

products in corporation?  
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

The findings from this study may be useful to Zanzibar Insurance Corporation to 

draw an important implication and information which can be used to compete in the 

insurance industries while at the same time improving organizational sales 

performance and growth. The findings may also alerts and remind marketing 

management of their noble roles of articulating rational decisions for handling 

customer and market issues. It is also expected the CEO and Directors’ Board who 

may not be familiar with marketing professions to understand and appreciate the 

important roles of marketing department in their organizations.  

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The study was carried out at Zanzibar Insurance Corporation head office in Zanzibar 

and its branches in Arusha, Dar es Salaam, Dodoma, Mbeya, Mtwara, and Mwanza. It 

was focused on assess prudence of the promotion strategy and the sales effects of 

advertising products in Zanzibar Insurance Corporation by considering promotion 

policy, advertising plans and budgets, and advertising media. 

1.7 Organization of the Study 

This dissertation comprises of five chapters. The first introductory chapter provides 

the background information from which, the study problem and objectives are 

articulated. The first chapter presents introduction and background of the problem, 

statement of the problem, study objectives, research questions which are as follows 

does the corporation posses promotion policy ,advertising plan and budget and 

advertising campaign program , what are the effect of advertising media used on sales 

performance of the corporation, and To what extent do advertising strategies have 

relationship with the sale of insurance product in corporation and detailing the 

significance and scope of the study. In chapter two, the study presents the literature 

review focusing on the conceptual viewpoints, theoretical and the empirical analyses. 

Chapter three explains the methodology of the study. Chapter four presents, analyze 

and discuss the research findings and chapter Five culminates with the summary, 

conclusions and research recommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

This second chapter of research provides outcomes of reviewing literature, including 

meaning of key terms that may be commonly used in research. It also provides 

theoretical and empirical perception regarding research problem and finally provides 

conceptual framework that associates research variables.  

2.1 Definition of Key terms  

Prudence: Means the act of motivation to enable the key issues to perform to the 

extent that desired products to be achieved. In the Merriam-Webster dictionary 

prudence means willingness in the management of affairs; or the ability to govern. 

Insurance: Any deal that institution commit to reimburse contractually from the loss, 

or damage or whatever in relation to reimbursement. According to Merriam-Webster 

Dictionary, insurance is a contract, represented by a policy, in which an individual or 

entity receives financial protection or reimbursement against losses from an insurance 

company. 

Marketing: any activity relating to profitably selling and buying or any process of 

creating customers for business value. Kotler, et al, (2012) defines marketing as the 

activity, set of Corporations, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering 

and exchanging offerings that have values for customers, clients, partners, and society 

at large.  

Promotion: Encompasses all the tools in marketing mix whose major role is 

persuasive communications. It is any business activity including advertising, personal 

selling, sales promotion, and other selling tools (Stanton, 2012). 

Advertising: it is a process to publicizing brand so as to generate income through 

attracting customers. It is any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion 
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of ideas, goods, and services through mass media such as newspapers, magazines, 

televisions or radio by an identified sponsor (Kotler, 2008).  

2.2 Theoretical review 

2.2.1 Pressure – Response Theory of Advertising 

One group of theories about how advertising works emphasizes advertising pressure 

or weight as the cause of advertising effect. Such theories depend upon the 

determination of a relation between dollars spent upon advertising or advertising 

messages delivered to consumers and sales response to those dollars spent or 

messages delivered (Gupta, 2015). Thus, the exact form of the relationship may be 

developed deductively from the study of relationships between advertising and 

product sales over a period of time. Otherwise, the form of relationship may be 

developed inductively, usually based upon the use of response functions transferred 

from some other discipline, such as psychology or physics (Gupta, 2015). 

However, Response Theory is under criticism that not all advertising sales relations 

maintain relative stability over a period of time or from one geographical area to 

another area. Also, pressure response theories totally ignore the creative functions of 

advertising, implying that all advertising messages will perform as long as they are 

repeated sufficient period of times. Therefore, on this presumption practitioners of 

advertising have come to believe that, on the basis of their experience, as long as 

message content matters, thence variations of in message is apt to variation in sales 

revenue. This theory presents ideas in the same way as those of this research and thus, 

it is relevant to this study. 

2.2.2 Research Theoretical Model(Explanatory) 

As introduced earlier, this research uses two models in order to achieve findings on 

promotion strategy prudence and its impact on the sales-effect of advertising. On the 

one side, the first part of analysis uses the theoretical model as shown in Figure 2.4, 

below. On the side, the second model - the mathematical model for investigating the 

relationship between sales and advertising – the statistical model, is presented next 

(Figure 2.5). The first model in Figure 2.4 shows that promotion strategy prudence 
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composed of identifies elements namely promotion policy; advertising plan, budget, 

and program; advertising tools; and sales representatives (branches, sales offices, 

brokers and sales agents) impose direct influence to the advertising effectiveness. The 

latter, in turn, translates into sales performance; meaning that it is the advertising 

effectiveness which determines the magnitude and direction of sales, but the 

advertising effectiveness itself, directly depends on promotion strategy prudence. 

A point worth to note is that, though promotion strategy is composed of 7Ps now, 

nevertheless this research considers personal selling performed by representatives and 

advertising that looks into advertising plans, campaign programs, advertising budgets 

and the advertising media areas opted for studying the promotion strategy prudence. 

However, assessment of promotion prudence starts with the policy because plans and 

programs are preceded by policy articulation and promotion policy is taken assuming 

that all the 7Ps are accommodated under one promotion policy. Hence, the aim of the 

first part of the analyses is to assess corporate governance on promotion strategy by 

looking into the coherence of the promotion policy, and plans, budgets, programs of 

advertising as well as sales representatives or sales force.  

In the Figure 2.4 above, the effectiveness of advertising depends on how 

management, particularly of the marketing department, articulates the blueprints on 

promotion policy; advertising plans and programs. Others are the optimal allocation 

of advertising budgets; choice of appropriate advertising tools; and the way 

representatives (corporation sales force, independent insurance brokers and insurance 

agents) managed. Also sales performance depends on advertising effectiveness, and 

feed-back loop indicates that again, sales performance combined with marketing 

personnel capacity and corporate management intent determine the promotion 

strategy prudence.  

2.2.3 Hierarchy of Effects Model - AIDA 

This model explains that consumers pass through four stages toward making decision 

to buy goods or service. The initial stage is Attention from which time a consumer 

receives information about the availability of product the product or service. Then the 
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consumer develops Interest before making Desire to Act by making purchases of the 

product.  

The AIDA theory alerts marketers not to advertise by chance, but to plan advertising 

by making appropriate campaign programs and effective advertising tools as well as 

allocating optimal budgets to make advertising impact adequate. The advertising 

should be reflective with consumer’s perception at every stage of decision, by 

knowing how, when and what to advertise at each stage of the buying process. 

Hadiyati, (2016) argues that, marketing mix influences AIDA; marketing mix and 

AIDA model influences directly and indirectly to consumers in purchasing online 

product. This theory is applicable to the qualitative part of this research and it 

logically carries philosophical ideas analogous to what is presented in the objective 

and the problem areas of this study. 

2.2.4 Hierarchy of Effects Model – AISDALS Love 

The hierarchy of effects model being the review of the AIDA model, asserts that, due 

to development of technology, people have changed the way they advertise. In that 

effect, the variables in the AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire and Action) model need 

updating to reflect information technology advance which has transformed market 

into entrenched public power from seeking deeper information from trivial sources. 

Wijaya, (2012) suggests that the new developed concept of hierarchy of effect model 

adopted from AIDA’s hierarchy of effect model known as AISDALS Love 

(Attention, Interest, Search, Desire, Action, Like/Dislike, Share, and Love/Hate) is 

more useful with the development of information technology in advertising than 

AIDA.   

In this model, customer search more information through socialization and prompt 

social media even if one is interest. Also, if the consumer happens to like or dislike 

the product, he/she shares that information to family members, friends, and social 

groups that may encourage or discourage the action. Through sharing and depending 

on like or dislike the consumer may love or hate; and this emphasizes the very need 

of promotion planning.  
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The fundamental principle of advertising is that it must be built around the overall 

marketing plan and execute the communication elements of a more far-reaching 

marketing program (Wijaya, 2012). The strength of this AIDA modified model rests 

of the consumers as information seekers that to marketing managers – the decision 

makers, and this people oriented phenomenon of marketing obliges marketers to be 

extra careful with appreciating powers of markets through thorough researches. 

Potential customers are smart enough in searching external information about the 

available brands, and their attributes and benefits (Hoyer, W. D &Macininis, D. J., 

2010).  

2.2.6 The concept of insurance 

Insurance is a risk management tool, a means of protection, or a hedge against 

financial loss due to unforeseen circumstances. Fan, et Al, (2009),describes insurance 

as a business in economic Corporation that allows the transfer of financial risk from 

an individual to a pooled group of risks by means of a two-party contract. In other 

words, insurance is an arrangement by which a company or the state undertakes to 

provide a guarantee of compensation for specified loss, damage, illness, or death in 

return for payment of a specified premium. Thus, an entity which provides insurance 

is known as an insurer or insurance company and a person or entity who buys 

insurance is known as an insured or policyholder.  

2.2.7 Advertising Promotion Strategy 

Assessing the prudence of promotion strategy may including and not limited to, the 

availability of important blueprints and documents detailing the promotion policy and 

procedure, advertising plans and advertising programs. Advertising Promotion 

strategy can be considered as a process whereby information about the organization’s 

products or services is encoded into the promotional message for delivery to the 

customer (Adefulu, 2015). Advertising promotion strategy is a key to profitability and 

growth of the company. Kanina, (2013) concludes that promotion strategies 

(advertising, sales promotion, public relations, personal selling, and direct marketing) 

positively influence customer growth. 
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2.2.8 Promotion policy 

Promotion policy as media or non-media marketing pressure, applied for a 

predetermined, limited period of time in order to stimulate trials, increase consumer 

demand, or improve product availability (AMA, 2018). Policies are guidelines 

orienting the entity the direction to move, and without which, plans and programs 

cannot be addressed properly. Researches on promotion policy formulation are 

extensive. It is a center on corporate communication tools, strong franchisee 

awareness of corporate the program of selling and other marketing oriented. 

2.2.9 The role of advertising plan and campaign program on sell effects 

The role of advertising plan is to outlines advertising objectives, target audience, 

message, media, and advertising efforts of the Corporation at any planned year. It 

describes business activities involved in accomplishing specific marketing objectives 

within a set of time frame (Masa’deh, 2018). In arguing on promotion and advertising 

planning and implementation, Van Doren, et al (2010) suggests that planning, 

implementation and control must be integrated into the on-line marketing 

communications of businesses, regardless of business size. It is an advertising agenda 

or schedule, whose development involves advertising objectives (mission), 

advertising budget (money), advertising message (message), advertising media 

(media), and advertising result evaluation (measurement) (Kotler, 1984). Advertising 

plan is a blueprint in the most important areas of decision making where the message, 

and the budget are main principles. In this area advertising plan provides a blue-print 

on effective decision that must be provided for the business outcomes of the 

organization.  

2.2.10Contribution of message as media of advertising on sells effects 

Message that deliver positive feedback should be strategically point to the targeted 

audience based on their marketing circumstance. Kotler, (1984) argues that the 

communicator should look for audience traits that correlate with persuasive and use 

them from the guidance of the message and media applications. Message creativity is 

important such that, if it is left out of the advertising plan and program a substantial 

part of market share is unexplained (Kotler, 1984). According to Campbell, et al, 

(2003) in market niches where brand is not familiar, the messages’ task is to build the 
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knowledge in consumers’ minds. The brand familiarity influenced repetition 

effectiveness where message and other communication tools play a great role. 

Creative message requires careful message generation by talking to or observing 

customers, dealers, competitors, and experts to discover ideas and communication 

gaps. In this situation, Davis, (2004), recommends that marketers should evaluate 

message to discover desirability, exclusiveness, and believability. This is because 

message should say something of what is desirable and or interesting on the product. 

The message should declare something exclusive or distinctive that does not belong 

to any other brand in the product category. Finally, the message should not talk lie 

and must be provable to be so.  

2.2.11 Advertising Media and effects on marketing 

To operate in markets with effectiveness and efficiency corporate marketing 

managers need to be selective in planning advertising tools. Advertising tools include 

and not limited, to print and broadcast advertising, packaging, packaging inserts, 

mailings, catalogs, motion pictures, house magazines, brochures and booklets, posters 

and leaflets, directories, reprints of advertising, billboards, display signs, point-of-

purchase display, audiovisual materials and, symbols and logos ((Kotler, 1984). It is 

important that marketing department make rational decisions on application of those 

tools. The importance of advertising tools is also based on the nature of the business 

(Kotler, 1984).. A service organization like any insurance company may wish to see 

that customers return to buy insurance every time the old one expires. Hence, not only 

awareness creation is important but also retention of customers in paramount. The 

selection and application of these tools fascinates the customers’ interest to 

understand, desires and willingness to approach the brand. 

2.2.12 Advertising Budget and selling effects 

An advertising budget is an estimate of a company's promotional expenditures over a 

certain period of time. More pertinently, it is the money a company is willing to set 

aside to accomplish its marketing objectives (Tian, et al. 2011). When creating the 

advertising budget, a company must weigh the trade-offs between spending one 
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additional advertising dollar with the amount of revenue that dollar will bring in as 

revenue(Fan, et Al., 2009).From above concepts, advertising budget allocation is the 

process of finding adequate advertising expenditures that confirm to company 

objectives and market demand. In this method marketers take a percentage of either 

past or anticipated sales and allocate that percentage of the overall budget to 

advertising. Critic of this method is that charge that using past sales for figuring the 

advertising budget is too conservative and that, it can stunt growth, and hence 

anticipated sales is preferred. It is used because of the importance in business. 

According to Fan, et Al, (2009), the task and objective of advertising budget 

allocation is considered by majority of even large corporations to make the most 

sense, and is therefore used by large businesses. The benefit of this method is that it 

allows the advertiser to correlate advertising expenditures to overall marketing 

objectives. This correlation is important because it keeps spending focused on 

primary business goals. Other methods including competitive method, Market Share 

method, and Unit Sales Method 

Competitive Parity method is often useful for a business to compare its advertising 

spending with that of its competitors (Wijaya, 2012). The theory here is that if a 

business is aware of how much its competitors are spending to inform, persuade, and 

remind the consumer of their products and services, then that business can, in order to 

remain competitive, either spend more, the same, or less on its own advertising 

(Kotler, 1984).. However, while it is important for small businesses to maintain an 

awareness of the competition's health and guiding philosophies, it is not always 

advisable to follow a competitor's course.  

Market share method bases its budgeting strategy on external market trends. With this 

method a business equates its market share with its advertising expenditures. 

However, according to Fan, et Al, (2009), the critics of this method is that companies 

that use market share numbers to arrive at an advertising budget are ultimately 

predicating their advertising on an arbitrary guideline that does not adequately reflect 

future goals.   
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The unit Sales Method takes the cost of advertising an individual item and multiplies 

it by the number of units the advertiser wishes to sell. It is important to notice that 

most of these methods are often combined in any number of ways, depending on the 

situation. Hence, these methods should not be seen as rigid, but rather as building 

blocks that can be combined, modified, or discarded as necessary. This alerts 

companies to be flexible and be ready to change course, goals, and even philosophy 

when the market and the consumer demand such a change.  

As spending involves allocation of resources promotion budgeting process that 

ultimately allocate resources to different communication strategies including 

advertising becomes a cumbersome and sometimes controversial process. However, 

Kotler (1984) explains four methods of setting out total promotion expenditures or 

any component of promotion such as advertising. First, is the Affordable method, but 

this has weakness of ignoring the impact of promotion on sales volume, it advertising 

to an uncertain annual promotion planning which ends up making long-range market 

planning difficult (Kotler, 1984). The second method is the percentage of sales 

method; this encourages management to think in terms of the relationship between 

promotion expenses and unit cost of product.  

Third is the competitive-parity method, in which, marketers match the promotion 

expenditures with competitors’. The fourth budgeting method is called the Objective-

and-task method. In this method marketers define their specific objectives and related 

activities and then estimate expenditures to accomplish those activities to achieve 

objectives. The important concern to acquaint with is that promotion budgeting 

should consider distribution of expenditures across the promotion strategic tools of 

sales promotion, advertising, publicity and sales force. 

2.2.13 Sales representatives and sales agents 

Persons or an organization designated by a company to solicit business on its behalf 

in a specified territory or foreign county is known as Sales representatives and sales 

agents (www.dictionary.com). Sales persons, sales force, sales personnel, salesmen, 

and saleswomen are the company’s advertising personnel providing link to and 

bringing intelligence from customers (Kotler, 1984). Important decisions on the 
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management of representative sales office include the setting of clear objectives 

based on company’s target market and the sought position in those markets. In setting 

objective role, Kotler, (1984) confirms that the sales representatives prospect for new 

customers, communicate about company’s product, sell products, attend customers’ 

grievances, gather market information, and evaluate customers. Regarding the 

strategy, sales force can approach customers in person or over the phone as 

individuals or make sales presentation to group of customers.  

Further, presentation normally should also involve sales officers or managers from 

the company in order to secure confidence of customers (Kotler, 1984). Also, usually 

conference selling is used in which company officials join sales representatives to 

discuss problems and issues of common business interests with customers. What is 

more important with regard to promotion prudence is that management should 

consciously establish proper compensation, training, setting sales quotas, participate 

them in decision making on advertising and evaluate the agency or representatives’ 

performance. 

Insurance as a service business possess high demand and many countries is 

mandatory. The wider spread of customers necessitates formation of subsidiaries or 

representatives’ offices. For example, in Tanzania the insurance market overwhelmed 

by small holder insurance agents and a few offices run by private insurance brokers 

(Kibona, 2015). In other country like Taiwan, it was found that insurance efficiency 

run by private agencies is significantly higher than that of state agencies (Kanina, 

2015). 

2.3 Empirical Review 

The study on the promotion and communicating strategies on energy drinks in Ghana 

which was conducted by Sarah, (2009) concluded that 61% of the customers were 

motivated by the presence of endorsers in promotion and communication 

advertisements. In this study researcher found that the issue of advertising needs 

strong financial resources to be invested. It needs strong budget allocation on 

advertising and promotion strategies and actually financial capacity which defines the 

capability of the Corporation to run effective marketing business must be known. 
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Availability of donors and other financial sponsors has big responsibilities to plan, to 

guide and to generate advertising promotion and other related strategies. 

The study on the effectiveness of promotion in services marketing which was 

conducted by Consolata (1999), found something interested on the issue of 

marketing. Promotion policy should not be a responsibility of the single department 

usually which deals with marketing promotion of the organization. According to 

consolata (1999) other areas such as employee participation in the training, seminars, 

conferences and workshop should be considered so that every department can 

participate in getting the expected promotion effect to organization.  

Bonnie (2010) in the study conducted in Colombia referred as “Creative strategy in 

advertising” found that, the organization’s marketing promotion is associated with 

specific emphasizing of media. In this study the concern of communication priority 

found to be matter on marketing development. Advertising program should consider 

some kind of media which is so fun to the peoples’ understanding and improving 

awareness of their needs so that both national and international customers must be 

covered. 

Shahria and Jamia (2011) in the study conducted at India on effect of sales promotion 

on consumer interest on products of IKCO automotive company as well as 

Performance of sales promotion in introducing of new product to consumer. They 

found that sell promotion as one among very important tools for market development. 

There is direct relationship between sells promotion and customers’ behavior so that 

sell promotion provides a wide coverage of information and product exposure to the 

customers. Sales promotions are highly effective in exposing consumers to products 

for the first time and can serve as key promotional mix components in the early stages 

of new product presentation. Therefore, is important for organization across the world 

to explore how the tool can be applied over a life cycle of a product to ensure profits. 

The study on “Impact elements of advertisement on the consumers/buying behavior 

in urban areas, the lesson from coca cola consumers in Dar es Salaam” which was 

conducted by Kibona, (2015) found that there is positive relationship not only 
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between media advertisement, but also materials of advertisement and changing in 

consumers’ behavior. In this study researcher also found that sales promotion, 

personal selling and publicity indicate expected positive relationship with the 

consumers’ buying behavior.  

The study conducted by Kitchen (1994) on marketing communication strategies to 

find out if they are a form of revolutionized concept which corrupts the consumers’ 

minds with different things. In this study researcher found that, increasing of 

customers the use of Posters, packaging, and sponsoring events play a great role in 

marketing scenario. Researcher examined the influence of marketing communication 

mix and found that it is leading to the appearance and explosion of promotion 

activities. Finally, the researcher concludes that a type of enormous has been revealed 

in the sense of enhanced marketing and business communications action approved by 

companies in an increasingly competitive and unstable environment.  

As a recapitulation, assessment of the promotion prudence was done by using a 

questionnaire processed and analyzed using descriptive statistics to explore the 

corporate governance status of promotion strategy. Again it noteworthy that, this is a 

case study whose main use is for teaching others than on how to manage process than 

finding the exact solution to the problem (Rodrigues, D. et al., 2002). In the research 

which investigated promotion strategy Kanina, M. P., (2015) used the ratios on 

response rate, demographic and level of education factors to find the status on media, 

brand, customer retention and competitiveness. In addition, Hadiyati, E (2016) 

suggests conclusions by AIDA model and ratios are used to summarize respondents’ 

acceptance. On the part of quantitative analysis, advertising are regressed and 

correlated with sales to describe the relationship between sales of insurance products 

and advertising expenditures. 

2.4 Conceptual framework 

Conceptually, the improvement of sales and insurance marketing facilities is triggered 

by the certain policy which is generally known as promotion strategies. The 

promotion strategies involve certain approaches including promotion policies, 

advertising plans and programs, advertising tools, budget and sales representatives’ 
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participation in advertising. In any business circumstances, one or all of these 

strategies must play a crucial role in sales performance. For example, advertising plan 

and budget influences the scope of advertising through application of different media 

so that possibly brands can be displayed in wide coverage and attract more customers. 

On other hand, advertising tools can decide which types of brand to be effectively 

advertised or applied in which type of tools. Advertising has been considered as a 

control effect of the sales performance since most of these promotion strategies have 

a great role in advertising. For the success of sales performance any business firm 

must apply promotion strategies particularly through h advertising tactics.    

 

 Figure 2. 1: Conceptual Framework 

Source: Researcher’s developed model 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Type of the study 

This chapter provides detailed description of research methods and approaches that 

include research design, study area, population of the study, sample design, and 

sample techniques and methods of data collection. Also validity and reliability of the 

study were described. The chapter furthermore, provides description on data analysis 

of both qualitative and quantitative data in nature. 

3.2 Study design 

For the nature of this study, descriptive cross-sectional research design was used to 

describe nature and characteristics of the studied variables within institution. 

Descriptive design is one among the most preferred design for the marketing related 

researches. Bodla, (2014) states that majority of the marketing researches uses 

descriptive design which involves secondary data and primary survey approaches 

(questionnaires). The main goal of the descriptive design in marketing survey is to 

describe such variables including buying power of the customers, availability of 

consumers and customers’ profile. Since the study is related to marketing approaches 

the descriptive design allowed researcher to survey Corporation headquarter and its 

associated branches to obtain both quantitative and qualitative information from 

selected sample based on goal of the study.    

3.3 Area of study 

The study was conducted in Zanzibar specifically Urban West region where Zanzibar 

Insurance Corporation headquarters is located. However, for the purpose of this 

research other areas (regions) in Tanzania Mainland where Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation branches are located were also surveyed. These regions are Dodoma, Dar 

es Salaam, Mbeya, Mtwara, Mwanza, and Arusha. 
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3.4 Units of analysis 

Unit of analysis entails who or what is analyzed in the study (Trochim, 2006).It is 

also referred as the entity that a researcher is conducting a generalizations based on an 

analysis, it might be an individuals, groups, organization, geographical area or objects 

whose characteristics will be measured are classified as the units of analysis. For the 

purpose of this study the unit of analysis was promotion policy of advertising within 

the organization. 

3.5 Variables and their measurements 

The key information needed from this study included details on promotion policy of 

advertising in Zanzibar Insurance corporation focusing on all advertising mix 

including advertising strategies, advertising media and communication, advertising 

budget and planning as key variables for corporation’s marketing strategies, while 

knowledge of customers and information coverage are factors to customers. This 

information was Corporation staffs from marketing and planning department and 

customers.  

3.6 Study population 

The population of the study was employees of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation 

from Zanzibar headquarter, and its associated branches in Tanzania Mainland. the 

Zanzibar Insurance Corporation however, expected to be expanded in the rest of 

regions of the United Republic of Tanzania for forth coming 5 years.   

3.7 Sample and sampling design 

For the nature of the study probability sampling design was useful and more 

appropriate. This is due to the fact that; probability design was having high 

contribution to provide more quantitative information. Since the study was 

descriptive in nature, however, non-probability sampling also applied for the selection 

of the staff who specifically working in Zanzibar Insurance Corporation to provide 

information which descriptively clarified nature and characteristics of the studied 

phenomenon.  
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3.7.1 Sample size and sampling techniques 

Since the population is scattered around Zanzibar and Tanzania mainland, it was very 

difficult to list all members of target population and select sample among them, so it 

was convenient to study subjects in groups or clusters. All ZIC branches were 

included in the study but their population was sampled based on population 

distribution of each branches and location. This kind of probability sampling referred 

to a cluster sample because the unit chosen is not individuals but rather group of 

individuals who are alike with respect to characteristics relevant to the variables of 

the study Ary et al., (2010). Hence this study adopted the cluster random sampling 

technique to select respondents from the Corporation’s sects. The sample was drawn 

according to proportion of subjects in each cluster. 

 Table 4. 1.Sample Distribution 

Clusters Population 

distribution 

(frequency) 

Population 

distribution (%) 

Sample  size 

distribution 

Percentage 

Zanzibar 38 40 7 24 

Dar es salaam  29 31 6 20 

Mwanza 6 6 4 13 

Arusha 5 5 3 10 

Mbeya 7 7 4 13 

Dodoma 5 5 3 10 

Mtwara 5 5 3 10 

Total  96 100 30 100 

Source; Research data, 2018 

The population size of the personnel and operators of the Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation is about 96 which incorporate all workers from all areas of the study and 

hence a sample size of 30(31.25%)was selected. Greener (2008) recommended 10% 

of the population could be enough to be sampled, but also the number of the sample 

has also considered the time and budget of researcher (Bryman and Bell, 2003). The 

researcher has minimum time and financial capacity to run sample above the 
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proposed size. The sampling procedure has considered zonal or regional impact of the 

advertising campaign of the Corporation as well as the size of the markets in those 

regions. The above table provides clear description of the population and sample 

distributions for the study.  

3.8 Mode of data collection 

Before collection of the data for this study, approval was obtained from several 

sources and authorities. First, the letter from supervisor to the Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation for request of the permission and co-operation to conduct this research in 

the Corporation was issued. After obtaining the permission, data collection started by 

surveying each zone of the Corporations including Zanzibar headquarter and its 

branches in Tanzania Mainland to distribute questionnaires.  

Since the study required both qualitative and quantitative data, semi structured 

surveyed questionnaires were used. The aim of using this type of questionnaires is 

due to the nature of that data required. Quantitative data aimed at providing 

information showing relationship between various variables including advertising 

Expenditures and Sale effects, but also information based on perception and ideas of 

the local staff on the nature of Corporation advertising and marketing characteristics 

was based on qualitative data. However, qualitative data mainly applied to 

supplement technicality of the quantitative information provided by the respondents. 

Since the study directed itself to learning how professionally the marketing 

department implemented its promotion and advertising function qualitative data 

played a great role on this part, and so enrich those collected data by by proposed 

qualitative question in the questionnaires. 

3.8.1 Secondary data 

The secondary data emanate from the Tanzania Insurance Requlatory Authority 

(TIRA) which mainly the annual insurance market performance reports. Other data 

were collected from the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation (ZIC), and these were annual 

audited financial statements for the 10 years from 2006 to 2015.  
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3.9 Validity and Reliability 

Most researcher use the expertise knowledge to check the validity and reliability of 

the contents of questionnaire and makes changes where found necessary.  

Validity instrument on the firsthand is the extent to which instrument measures what 

is supposed to be measured (Ary et. al., 2010). The content validity is the extent to 

which the instrument measures an intended content area (Gay et al., 2006). Content 

validity used whereby specialists in the content measured by instrument to judge 

appropriateness of the items. A content validation team and experts was consulted 

from the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation who were holding several positions of the 

marketing and planning offices specifically from department of Planning, Policy, and 

Research. Other research experts who have marketing experience were also 

participated to validate the instrument. It was further suggested that there is no need 

to translate the instrument in to local language (Swahili) because almost all ZIC staffs 

were able to use and understand English language. 

On other hand, Ahuja, (2003) defines reliability as the degree to which measures are 

free from error so that they give same results when repeated measurements are made 

under constant conditions. To check the validity and reliability of the data collection, 

the researcher consulted three experienced professional lecturers of two different 

universities in Tanzania to seek guidance concerned validity issue. In addition, data 

collection was done with close follow-ups to ensure that it is not biased and not 

flawed to constrict the analysis. By controlling and assuming other variables and 

factors that influence the study, the findings are expected to be true and valid for 

explaining the situation that the study investigates. 

3.10 Data analysis 

The data were statistically and qualitatively analyzed so that findings obtained to be 

able to draw conclusion of the study. According to Kombo and Tromp (2006) data 

analysis entails an examination of information obtained through a survey or testing 

method and making judgment and implication. After the researcher finished data 

collection process, the filled questionnaires and recorded interviews were reviewed to 
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identify errors and then the data were analyzed. The statistical technique used for data 

analysis was descriptive statistics where mean, frequencies and regression method  

were run by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) computer package. 

The content analysis was also used to analyze data collected by using interview 

instrument(open question) . Then findings were presented in form of tables, charts, 

and narrative statements. 

3.11 Ethical Consideration 

Ethics refers to standards for behavior that differentiate between proper and improper 

conduct (Resnik, 2011). Researchers whose focuses are people or animals ought to 

follow ethical aspects related to their studies (Kombo and Tromp, 2006). 

This study took into account the confidentiality of participants about the information 

they provided, the researcher was secured by introduction letter to introduce himself 

and request cooperation from the participants. The research was conducted fairly as 

respondents were deliberately participated in the study. All respondents were 

informed on the aim of the study and asked for their consent before being given 

questionnaires to fill. Moreover, the respondents were informed that they are capable 

of cancelling their consents throughout the research period. The researcher was 

honesty and open during the research processes as there was good interaction with 

participants. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

4.1 An Overview 

 In this study, promotion strategy prudence and the sales effect of advertising the case 

of Zanzibar Insurance Corporation was descriptively investigated. This chapter presents 

the demographic profile of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation (ZIC) and results of analysis 

of quantitative and qualitative data based on the research questions presented in chapter 1. 

Specifically, the research objectives of this study are; 

1) To investigate the existence promotion policy, advertising plans, budgets and 

advertising campaign programs at the Corporation. 

2) To examine the effectiveness of advertising media on sales performance  

3) To analyze the relationship between advertising strategies and sales 

performance of insurance products.  

4.2 Responses Rate of the study. 

Based on the number of questionnaires (30), which distributed to the population 

sample, 28 questionnaires were received with complete responses that were equal to 

93.3% of all response rates (table 2). This level of response is desirable for the study. 

Richardson (2005), states that even 50% of response rate is enough to conclude the 

study, while Nulty, (2008) concludes that 60% of the response rate is desirable. In 

this case, this study has met standard of accuracy in term of the response rate. Only 

6.7% of the selected sample were not able to respond. The results of this study 

unquestionably are representatives. 
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    Table 4. 2: Response Rate 

Response rate  Frequencies  Percentage  

Number of questionnaire received 30 100% 

Number of complete filled questionnaires 28 93.3% 

Number of incomplete filled questionnaires 2 6.7% 

     Source: Research data, 2018 

4.3    Respondents based on working positions 

The study involved respondents from various working positions and specializations. 

The study involved 7% member from procurement office, 27% from account office, 

10% from marketing office, 13% from ICT, 10% from human resource, and 33% 

from Insurance underwriter. Their working positions have been described in the table 

3.The involvement of those respondents from all departments has been done for the 

purpose that in the area of marketing, there must be collaboration on advertising from 

all departments. The advertising program and planning is not a responsibility of 

marketing department alone but there must be association with other corporation sects 

and workers for business development (Consolata, 1999). Hence, involvement of 

workers from different working positions has considerably influence the accuracy of 

the findings and study as a whole.  

Table 4. 3: Participants’ Response Profile 

S/N Department/Unit Participant Percent  

1 Procurement  2 7% 

2 Accountants/Auditors/Finance 8 27% 

3 Marketing/Operations/Planning 3 10% 

4 Technical/ICT  4 13% 

5 Human Resources 3 10% 

6 Insurance Underwriter 10 33% 

  Total Respondents 30 100% 

Source: Research data, 2018 
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4.4 Respondents’ Education and Work experience 

Education and working experience matter in every profession. The researcher 

intended to use education and experience as important approaches to effectively 

achieving the goal of the study. About 20 respondents (71%) who participated in this 

study were bachelor and above  degrees while 8 respondents (29%) were diploma 

(table 4). Involving the educated personnel in this study was suggested by Toroka, 

(2002) who found that education is matter in providing logic and constructive idea for 

the study. Since majority of the respondents have education above diploma, their 

information has more productive outcomes.  

Table 4. 4: Education and Work Experience of Respondents 

Work Experience Education 

S/N Department/Unit Less 

than 5 

Years 

More 

than 5 

Years 

Diploma Bachelor and 

above degree 

1 Procurement 2 0 0 2 

2 Accountants/Auditors/Fin

ance 

1 6 2 5 

3 Marketing/Operations/Pla

nning 

0 3 0 3 

4 Technical/ICT   0 3 0 3 

5 Human Resources 1 2 0 3 

6 Insurance underwriting 3 7 6 4 

 Total Respondents 7(25%) 21(75%) 8(29%) 20(71%) 

Source: Research data, 2018 

4.5  Promotion Policy, Advertising Plans and Programs in the Corporation 

Majority of respondents 21 (75%) confirmed Zanzibar Insurance corporation has no 

tangible promotion or marketing policy to guide selling products ,while respondents 2 

(7%)said that policy is available. Other respondents 5(18%) were not sure on 

availability of the policy (figure 1 below). 
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Based on the above findings and review of other existing documents it has been 

identified that the Corporation currently has neither official promotion policy nor 

advertising plan. Although, sells promotion policy has a great role of modifying and 

updating the sales promotion activities according to the tastes and preferences of the 

customers, it is not available in the corporation. Mutsikiwa et al, 2013 states that sells 

promotion policy focuses purposively to build brand equity. Keller and Lehmann, 

(2006) defined brand equity as those prioritized by the organization to sell for the 

sake of its customers. 

In Zanzibar insurance corporation (ZIC) there are numbers of brand equities which 

need to be publicized. However, promotion policy is still under proposal stage but not 

effective. The only promotion approach used by ZIC is the disorganized decisions. 

This decision only bases on the need of advertising the sell products. The absence of 

promotion policy and advertising program and planning is evidences that advertising 

function and marketing facilities are inadequate within corporation. This possibly 

may lead to under pressure the corporation’s business development. Promotion policy 

normally pressurizes and stimulates products availability and consumer demands 

(AMA, 2018). Researcher reviewed the available documents within corporation to 

understand the selling promotion framework which guides the Corporation. The 

outcome of the review revealed that there is strategic plan and other several 

regulations which control marketing strategies, and customer’s retention. These 

regulations reviewed periodically depending on the extraction of the new innovation 

or demands of the markets. The different between sells promotion policy of 

advertising and regulations on advertising however, have been clearly defined by 

some literatures. The former means the global publication of the brand image while 

the later means set of rules of advertising which are usually function of the 

management (Preko, 2012, Tylor, 2000). On first hand, Tylor, (2000) states that 

advertising policy describes the targeted audience, communication objectives, 

message design, communication channels, promotion budget, promotion mix, 

measure promotion result as well as managing and controlling the whole 

communication process. On other hand, regulation aims to protect the targeted 

markets and brands of the corporation(Taylor, 2000).  
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Currently, ZIC advertising and marketing strategies are guided by the certain rules 

which describe the forms of advertising and responsibility of the Corporation 

management members. However, this is one among the great challenges faced by the 

ZIC. Rules and regulation are for the internal and external business and market 

management which inversely relationship with brand publication.   

 

 Figure 4. 1: Availability of promotion Policy in Corporation 

Sources; Research Data, 2018 

4.6. The Corporation’s perception on preparation of annual advertising plan 

and program 

The question intended to assess the Corporation perception and awareness on 

importance of having annual advertising plan and program. The questionnaires were 

passed through corporation’s staffs from every segment. The aim was to gain their 

opinions and their observation toward perception of the corporation’s management to 

have annual advertising plan and program. However, majority of the staffs 49% 

claimed that, the institute has no such perception and still not aware to prepare annual 

advertising plan and program, 21% workers observed that management has minimum 

perception, 9% observed management at least perceives, 14% there is perception of 
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the management to prepare the annual advertising plan and program, 7% was not 

respond (figure 2).  

It has been identified that the Corporation to lack promotion policy for advertising 

has been caused by minimum perception of having annual advertising plan and 

program. The results above imply that the corporation’s perception is not highly 

enough to convince management to have capability of preparing the annual 

advertising plan and program. However, the most existing scenario in this findings is 

that, only perception of the plan and program is observed mainly at the institute 

headquarter, other areas such as Arusha, Mwanza and Dar es salaam perception is 

observed but to the minimum extent.     

 

Figure 4. 2 : The Corporation’s perception on preparation of annual advertising 

plan and program 

Source; Research Data, 2018 

4.7 Evaluation on advertising program 

Evaluation on advertising program was one among important issues that researcher 

had interest to examine within Corporations. Gaining this information was abled from 
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using question “whether evaluation on advertising program is conducted within ZIC 

segment.” The response was as described in the table 5 below. The target of this 

question was to understand and assess the evaluation techniques applied by the 

corporation and the outcome on advertising program toward selling products. On the 

first hand the study revealed minimum evaluation process to takes place at Arusha, 

Mwanza, and Dar es Salaam branches. In Zanzibar headquarter; the evaluation exists 

to highest extent on both selling products and customers’ awareness. This scenario of 

evaluation varies only because Zanzibar headquarter perceive on annual advertising 

program contrary to other segments. On other hand, approaches which  is used by 

ZIC to evaluate is the assessment of the annual trend of customers, the customers’ 

awareness, and selling information per annual advertising cost. This is the best 

approach as proposed by Kononenko, (1998) who proposed that comparison between 

annual cost of advertising and retail selling income is the best approach toward 

evaluation of advertising program. For ZIC this approach is used mainly in Zanzibar 

and occasionally at other branches of Mwanza, Arusha, and Dar es Salaam.In other 

areas evaluation for advertising program is not taking place. 

 Table 4. 5: Evaluation information 

Cluster Response 

Arusha 

Evaluation on advertising program takes place occasionally on 

selling products and customers’ awareness of advertising program. 

Dar es salaam Occasional evaluation, but only focus on selling product trends.  

Dodoma No evaluation on advertising program take place  

Mbeya No evaluation on advertising program take place  

Mtwara No evaluation on advertising program take  

Mwanza 

Evaluation on advertising program takes place occasionally for the 

selling products and customer’s awareness on advertising program. 

Zanzibar 

Annual evaluation exist focus on both selling products and customers 

awareness of the advertising program. 

Source: Research data, 2018 
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4.8 Common advertising Media 

The question was intended to understand the common advertising media used by ZIC 

but also to assess the most common media used. Based on the responses of 

questionnaires, several advertising media have been mentioned including those 

mostly used .The analysis of data was done so that the consequence of each type of 

media in advertising program to be understood. The findings show that radio is the 

most type of media used for advertising and was selected by 96% followed by 

brochures/booklets selected by 68%. However ,TV broadcast, symbols/logos, 

Directories, Billboard and house magazine/calendars were selected by 

39%,36%,32%,(32%) and 29% respectively. The rest such as posters/leaflets 21%, 

Catalogs 18%, Internet/social media 7%, and Audio visual materials 4% are rarely 

used(figure. 3).  

 

 Figure 4. 3 :Common advertising Media 

Source; Research Data, 2018 

However, the role of each media on advertising defers from one cluster to another. In 

Zanzibar, Dar es Salaam, and Mtwara, radio, TVs, brochures, and house calendars are 

mostly used. In Arusha and Mwanza brochures and radio are mostly used. In other 

areas such as Mbeya, Dodoma symbols, directories ,and radios are used. Although, 
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other media used almost in all clusters but those mentioned above have been 

identified to be highly used. The table 6 below provides description of the frequency 

of each media used. 

 Table 4. 6:Assessment on media of advertisement 

Cluster 

Mostly 

used 

Used  Moderately 

used  

Rarely 

used 

Not used 

Arusha 

Brochures 

and radio 

Symbols, 

directories 

TVs, websites  Calendars, 

audio 

visual 

Postal 

leaflet  

Dar es 

salaam 

radio, 

TVs, 

calendars 

Postal/leaflets, 

billboard 

Symbols, 

directories, 

brochures, 

Internet 

Websites  

Audio 

visual,  

Dodoma 

Symbols, 

directories, 

and radios  

Postal/leaflets, 

brochures  

TVs Catalogues, 

audio 

visual 

Internet 

Websites 

Mbeya 

Symbols, 

directories, 

and radios  

Catalogues, 

brochures  

TVs billboard Internet 

Websites, 

audio 

visual 

Mtwara 

Radio, 

TVs, 

calendars 

Directories,   Symbols, 

billboard, 

brochures, 

audio 

visual, 

Internet 

Websites  

Mwanza 

brochures 

and radio 

Directories,   Internet 

Websites 

TVs Catalogues 

Zanzibar 

Radio, 

TVs, 

brochures, 

calendars 

Internet 

Websites 

catalogues, 

symbols  

Postal/leaflets, 

billboard 

audio 

visual, 

- 

Source: Research data, 2018 

Business insurance coverage protects businesses from losses due to events that may occur 

during the normal course of business . Observations show that majority of people today 

have switched their news habits from Radio to other media particularly TV. These 

habits have not been given much priority by the ZIC. The Zanzibar insurance 

corporation has totally engaged on advertising through radio and brochures mostly 

because to their coverage and less cost. According to Florova, (2014),radio is one 

among professional and wonderful media for advertising because of its more 
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interactive. This statement has been also supported by Sandage, (2001). Radio is the 

most accessible and it has widely coverage media .Beside all, radio is cheap media for 

advertising and it uses less funding than TVs, internet and other types of media 

(kotler 2009).Brochures on other hand, attracts more readers through their colorful 

and pictorial appearance. They are effective tools to customers who like reading 

(kotler, 2012).However, depending on the type of business, many business 

organizations today have invested tremendously on internet and social media 

communication that is not given primacy by Zanzibar Insurance Corporation.  

Insurance business needs to know the expiry dates of the sold policies and reminds 

policy holders. Radio is appropriate media to provide description on this. In this way, 

customers build trust and confidence to the Corporation resulting in winning 

customer loyalty. Findings on insurance sales of the ZIC show rising selling trends of 

sales history. Though other reasons might have played part but advertising has been 

discovered as crucial.  

4.9 The role of ZIC management on advertising program 

The role of ZIC management on advertising program has been also examined and 

assessed. The information was collected from ZIC staff rather than ZIC management. 

Majority of the staffs 89.3%said that the management plays very crucial role in 

advertising program, 20.7% complained that ZIC depends on outsources to design, 

prepare and provides advertisement to the media (figure 4). However, since the 

presence of outsources is under the mandate, supervision and control of the 

management, it is clear that management play a crucial role for the sake of ZIC 

development in all clusters.  
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 Figure 4. 4. The role of ZIC management on advertising program 

Source; Research Data, 2018 

4.10 Participation of Branches in Budget Decisions 

The study was interested to understand whether ZIC branches are participated in 

advertising budget of the company. The results show that 25 (89.3%) of the 

respondents complained that branches are not participated while 3 (10.7%) of the 

respondents agreed that branches sales forces are involved to contribute opinions in 

the advertising budget processes (figure 5). The findings mean that within budget and 

other financial program there is a great challenge of information opaqueness.  

One of the most important areas of corporate is communication which requires 

vehement participation of personnel. When company’s operation represent various 

offices demands and opinions in budgeting process, participation is required for the 

budgeting trust .Participation means involving manpower that seemed to have an 

effect to the project development (Njogu, 2016). Involving manpower those who have 

internal and external effect of the organization provides better communication as a 

result transparency and trust between staff and their management (Steve and Allison, 

2012). This means that, seeking wide opinion in the issue of advertising budget is 

important because it is the area of resource allocation which normally prone to 

misunderstandings and sometimes conflict due to vested interests of members. 
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Norton, (2002), found that participation in the budgeting provides wide range of 

transparency which is a key principle of the project and budget management. 

Majority of the staffs in ZIC showed worry on financial management and advertising 

expenditure of the corporation, because they are neither involved nor provided with 

information regarding expenditure. This situation has raised mistrust on budgetary 

consensus and poor communication flow between ZIC headquarter and its associated 

branches. This is another challenge faced by ZIC specifically when focuses to 

maximizing profit. Njogu, (2016), argues that, in order to maximize profits, allocation 

of advertising budget to market segments, the marginal profit contributions of the 

segments with respect to advertising has to be the same across all segments. West, 

(2009) found that the primary reason of lacking consensus on budgetary 

sophistication is that stakeholders involved with budgeting are far less concerned with 

specific methods applied in budgeting process. Information misers are the one among 

reason of miss-achieving consensus in the budget allocation. In ZIC, poor consensus 

is due to poor participation of stakeholders from other branches. The Corporation has 

offices in different market segments and as such advertising allocation has to consider 

that market condition. The findings on this question revealed that only a few 

representative offices of ZIC from Mainland Tanzania possess marketing 

professionals and the rest use underwriters who demonstrate personal selling 

experience during selling insurance policies. 

 

 Figure 4. 5 :Participation of Branches in Budget’s Decisions 

Source; Research data, 2018 
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4.11 Relationship Between advertising expenditures and Insurance Sales 

The examination for relationship between advertising expenditures and insurance 

sales was performed by using real historical data of the two variables advertising 

expenditure and sales. The secondary data was collected from the Corporation’s 

annual audited financial statements for 10 years of 2006 to 2015. Processing of the 

data was performed by using Excel through regression and correlation analyses. In 

this case the insurance sales represented as dependent variable and the advertising 

expenditures as independent variables. Further, through mathematical operations, the 

researcher observed the annual changes of the two variables in order to statistically 

find the systematic direction of the annual data. This operation helped to provide 

green light on the validity of correlation status when finding out the relationship 

between advertising and sales.  

Therefore, Table 4.6 below shows the trend graphs of the annual increases of the two 

variables. Also, a cursory glance at Table 4.8 shows, for instance that, a 3% increase 

in advertising expenses in 2007 increased sales by 49%, but a 260% increase in 

advertising expenditures in 2011 increased sales by a modest 12%. Again, when 

advertising expenditures decreased by 17% in 2014, the insurance sales increased by 

19%. This nature of trending ratios variation provides early indication of the 

existence of unsystematic increase of the independent variables along with the 

resulting changes in the dependent variable. As a result, these relative trending ratio 

changes possess significant impact on the results of correlation coefficient as 

subsequent analyses show. 
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        Table 4. 7:Year Annual Sales and Advertising Expenses (TZS 1000) 

 Source: ZIC Financial Statements (2006 – 2015) 

   Table 4. 8: Annual Percentage Increase of Sales (EBIT) and Advertising 

 Expenses 

Year EBIT Annual Increase Advertising  Expenses 

Annual 

Increase 

2006 3,739,198 0 55,591 0 

2007 5,573,694 49% 57,169 3% 

2008 7,409,298 33% 74,211 30% 

2009 8,368,526 13% 69,145 -7% 

2010 8,141,738 -3% 32,789 -53% 

2011 9,106,583 12% 118,124 260% 

2012 10,050,071 10% 137,548 16% 

2013 12,276,644 22% 223,040 62% 

2014 14,600,269 19% 185,589 -17% 

2015 19,034,933 30% 285,257 54% 

Source: ZIC Financial Statements (2006 – 2015) 

To obtain pertinent findings from the data, analysis used tabulations, frequency 

distributions, descriptive variables, charts, and conducting correlation analysis. 

Sury(2017) measured the impact of advertising on sales of broadband services for 

Year 

Earnings Before Interest and Tax 

(Y) 

Advertising  Expenses 

(X) 

2006 3,739,198 55,591 

2007 5,573,694 57,169 

2008 7,409,298 74,211 

2009 8,368,526 69,145 

2010 8,141,738 32,789 

2011 9,106,583 118,124 

2012 10,050,071 137,548 

2013 12,276,644 223,040 

2014 14,600,269 185,589 

2015 19,034,933 285,257 
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Bharati Airtel in terms of demographic factors and promotional activities using 

correlation analysis. Unlike this current study which used t-test, Surry used chi-square 

test because the sample used was large. Also, in a related sales impact of the study, 

Adekoya, (2011) used correlation analysis based on consumer buying attitude, year of 

service, age, gender and designation. This current study instead, used year of service, 

education, and designation factors which are more robust for obtaining better research 

information. Both regression and correlation formulas were used to analyze the 

relationship between advertising expenses and sales of insurance products of the 

Corporation.  

The historical data of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation, show the advertising 

expenses (X) and Sales (Y) in Table 11 below, in which, due to easy of calculation in 

the computer the research decided to change it into US$ from TZS with the rate of 

US$ 1.00 = TZS 1,350.00. 
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 Table 4. 9 Minimizing X and Y data for Regression Analysis 

YEAR 

ADVERTISING 

(X) TZS 

EBIT (Y) 

TZS 

US$ 

RATE 

ADVERTISING 

(X) US$ 

EBIT (Y) 

US$ US$ X2 US$ Y2 US$ XY 

2006 55,591 3,739,198 1350 41.17851852 2769.776296 1695.670387 7671660.732 114055.28 

2007 57,169 5,573,694 1350 42.34740741 4128.662222 1793.302914 17045851.75 174838.14 

2008 74,211 7,409,298 1359 54.60706402 5452.022075 2981.931441 29724544.71 297718.92 

2009 69,145 8,368,526 1350 51.21851852 6198.908148 2623.336639 38426462.23 317498.89 

2010 32,789 8,141,738 1350 24.28814815 6030.917037 589.9141405 36371960.31 146479.81 

2011 118,124 9,106,583 1350 87.49925926 6745.617037 7656.120371 45503349.21 590236.49 

2012 137,548 10,050,071 1350 101.8874074 7444.497037 10381.04379 55420536.13 758500.5 

2013 223,040 12,276,644 1350 165.2148148 9093.81037 27295.93503 82697387.05 1502432.2 

2014 185,589 14,600,269 1350 137.4733333 10815.01407 18898.91738 116964529.4 1486776 

2015 285,257 19,034,933 1350 211.3014815 14099.95037 44648.31608 198808600.4 2979340.4 

Total 1,238,463 98,300,954 1350 917.0159529 72779.17467 118564.4882 628634882 8367876.7 

Mean 123846.3 9830095.4 1350 91.70159529 7277.917467 11856.44882 62863488.2 836787.67 

 

Source: ZIC Financial Statements (2006 – 2015) 
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Using the regression formula, solving for the sum of squares SSx of X as follows: 

SSx=  ∑ (x- ẋ)2   =  ∑ x2  - (Σx)2  

n  

SSx=  118564.4882 – (917.0159529)2  =  34,473 

10 

Again, using formula (ix) to find Sum of Squares of X and Y, we get: 

SSxy=∑ (x- ẋ)(y – ŷ)  =  ∑ xy -  (Σx)(Σy)/n 

SSxy  =   8367877 – (917.015953)( 72779.17467)=  1693910.251 

10 

Hence, the least-squares regression estimators are given as follows: 

Slope:   b1 =SSxy = 1693910.251    =   49.1373 

SSx = 34,473 

Intercept:   b0 = ŷ - b1ẋ =7277.9175 – (49.1378)(91.7016)  =  2772 

Therefore, the estimated least-squares relationship for the expenses and sales is: 

Y   =   2772   +   49X   +   e; and the equation of the line itself or the predicted value 

of Y for a given X, is given as: Ŷ = 2772 +49 X (in USD terms) 

By reporting back into TZS we multiply b0 and b1 by the exchange rate 1,350.00 and 

get: 

Ŷ =  3,742,071 + 49 X (inTZS terms)  

Using computer programs it is possible to sketch the regression line (the least squares 

line) as follows: Ŷ = 3,742,071 + 49X as presented in the figure 4.10 in the following 

page. More uses of regression line are presented in the next chapter. 
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 Figure 4. 6: Regression Analysis 

Sources; Research Data, 2018 

4.12 Hypothesis Testing between advertising expenditures and sale of insurance  

In regression analysis, when there is no relationship between X and Y, the population 

regression slope is zero, in which case, either Y is constant for all values of X; or the 

two variables X and Y are uncorrelated meaning that there is no systematic increase 

or decrease in Y as X increases (Aczel, A. D., 1996). This means, as X increases, Y 

may increase, or it may decrease or it may remain constant. In other cases, the 

relationship may be curved meaning that there is no linear relationship and the slope 

may also be zero. 

Following the above explanation, the most important statistical test in simple linear 

regression, therefore, is the test of whether or not the slope parameter ß1 is equal to 

zero. That is, if the conclusion is that the slope parameter is equal to zero, then, there 

is no linear relationship between the two variables, in which case, either the 

y = 3,742,071 + 49.118x 
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dependent variable is constant or more commonly the two variables are not linearly 

related. Therefore, the hypothesis test for the existence of linear relationship between 

advertising and sales is a two-tail test as follows: 

Null hypothesis     H0: ß1 = 0 

Alternative hypothesis   H1: ß1 ≠ 0  

Test Statistic 

The test statistic for determining the rejection or non-rejection of the null hypothesis 

of this particular test is derived from the t-distribution as follows: 

t(n - 2)   =    b1   

s(b1) 

Where b1 is the least-squares estimate of the slope and s (b1) is the standard error of 

b1 or S2 is the mean square error (MSE) of the regression. Hence, when the null 

hypothesis is true, the statistics has a t – distribution with (n – 2) degrees of freedom. 

It follows that: 

SSE = ∑ (Y – Ŷ)2 =  SSy – (SSxy)
2  =  SSy-  b1.SSxy SSx 

SSy = ∑ (Y)2  – (ΣY)2   = 628634882 – (72779.2) =  98954055.50 

n           10 

Therefore, SSE = 98954055.5- 49(169391.25) = 15952453.20 

MSE = SSE   = 15952453.20 = 1,994,057 

(n-2)           8 

s = (MSE) 1/2= (1,994,057)1/2= 1,398 

Therefore, standard error of b0 is:   s (b0) = s (Σx2)1/2= 1,398(118,564.5)1/2 = 820 

=    (nSSx) 1/2=     (10(34,473)) 1/2 

And, standard error of b1 is: s(b1) =  s/(SSx)1/2=  1,398/(34,473)1/2 =  7.53 

Confidence Intervals for the Regression Parameters 
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The confidence intervals for the true regression parameters, ß0and ß1 are as follow: 

A 95% confidence interval for ß0 is: 

b0 ±t (α/2, n-2) s (b0) = b0 ± t(0.25,8)s(b0) = 2,772 ± 2.306(820)   

= 2,772 ± 1,891   =   (881, 4663) 

From the above confidence interval, we may be 95% confident that the true 

regression intercept is anywhere between 881 and 4,663 in USD terms or 1,189,350 

and 6,295,050 in TZS terms.  

A 95% confidence interval for ß1 is: 

b1  ±t(α/2, n-2)s(b1) =  b1 ± t(0.25,8)s(b1)   =  49 ± 2.306(7.53)   

= 49 ± 17.36   =   (31.64, 66.36) 

Again, from the above confidence interval, we may be 95% confident that the true 

regression (population) slope is anywhere between 31.64 and 66.36 in both USD and 

TZS terms.  

Then, the t - statistic t(n - 2)   =    b1     gives, t8  =  49   =  6.5 

s (b1)   =    7.53 

Decision Rule 

Specifically, in this study, the decision rule is – if the computed t-statistic t(n - 2)   =  b1/ 

s(b1)  is greater than the critical points (given under a specified degree of freedom and 

significance level) the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative 

hypothesis, meaning that there is no correlation between advertising (X) and sales (Y) 

Decision  

Since both the intervals for the intercept and the slope are not equal to zero, now we 

reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that there is linear 

relationship between advertising expenses and the sales of insurance services. 
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However, since the computed t - statistic t (n - 2) or t8 equals 6.5; which is greater than 

the critical point 2.306, then it follows that there is no correlation despite the two 

variables are linearly related. This phenomenal outcome will be discussed in the 

discussion part this presentation. 

4.13 Correlation Analysis 

Assumptions 

In order to make the model of correlation analysis usable, the following assumptions 

are suggested: 

Factors influencing sales other than advertising are constant. 

The advertising tools fall under one category disregard of whether Audio Broadcast, 

TV, Print, Billboard or Internet etc.  

The dependent and independent variables are random and therefore normally 

distributed. 

A symmetric approach is taken, that is, there is no distinction between dependent and 

independent variables. Hence, correlation between sales and advertising is same as 

correlation between advertising and sales.  

There is no carryover effect of independent variable, meaning that all expenditures 

for advertising concern the period in which it is incurred. 

4.14 Correlation Coefficient Formula 

Suppose: The independent variable (advertising) is X,  

The dependent variable (sales) is Y.  

Then: The Covariance of X and Y is given by: 

Cov. (X,Y) = E((X – µx)(Y – µy)) ………………………………………………… (i) 
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Here, µx and µy are population means of X and Y respectively. By dividing the 

Covariance by the Standard deviations of X and Y, we get the population correlation 

coefficient, denoted by which is in the range of (-1 and 1).  

Therefore: The population correlation coefficient is:  

ρ = Cov (X, Y)/ σxσy…………………………………………………………… (ii) 

Now, like all population parameters, the value of ρ is not known and is estimated 

from the random sample (X, Y) observation pairs.  

A sample estimator of Cov (X, Y) is SSxy/(n – 1) ………………………………..(iii) 

An estimator of σxis√{SSx/(n – 1)}. ……………………………………………. (iv) 

An estimator of σy is √{SSy/(n – 1)}……………………………………………….(v) 

Now, by substituting equations (iii), (iv) and (v) in equation (ii), we get the sample 

correlation coefficient denoted by r as follows: 

r = SSxy/√{SSxSSy} ……………………………………………………………….(vi) 

Hypotheses Testing 

Now, from the excel output, the Correlation Coefficient (r) between Sales/EBIT  

(Y) And Advertising Expenses (X) is calculated as equal to 0.92, that is, r = 0.92 

Test Statistic ( t(n - 2) ) 

At this juncture, after obtaining the correlation coefficient (r) between Y and X; 

which is also between X and Y, it is possible now to calculate the Test Statistic t (n-2) 

from which to the hypothesis test can be articulated. 

t (n - 2)   =   r ÷ √{(1 - r2)/(n – 2)}, and substituting for ( r ) in this formula, we get: 

t(10 – 2)  = 0.92 ÷ √{(1 – 0.922)/(10 – 2)}, 

t8 = 0.92 ÷ √{(1 – 0.922)/(8)}, 
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t8 = 0.92 ÷ √{(1 – 0.8464)/(8)}, 

t8 = 0.92 ÷ √{(0.1536)/(8)}, 

t8 = 0.92 ÷ √{(0.0192}, 

t8 = 0.92 ÷ 0.1386,  

t8 = 6.6378 

Now, by obtaining the sample Correlation Coefficient r = 0.92 which estimates the 

population Correlation Coefficient (ρ) and the Test Statistic t8= 6.6378, it is possible 

to decide if the two variables X and Y are correlated from our hypothesis test. 

Hypotheses Test: Null hypothesis  H0: ρ = 0 

Alternative hypothesis    H1: ρ ≠ 0 

Decision Rule: Specifically, in this study, the decision rule is – if the computed t-

statistic is greater than the critical points (given under a specified degree of freedom 

and significance level) the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative 

hypothesis, meaning that there is no correlation between advertising (X) and sales 

(Y). 

Decision: The critical points for a t–distribution with 8 degrees of freedom and 

significance level (α) = 0.05 are ± 2.306 (i.e. t0.025 ± 2.306). Since t8 (6.6378) is 

greater than t0.025 (2.306), therefore, we reject the null hypothesis, meaning that there 

is no correlation between advertising expenditures (X) and the sales of insurance 

products (Y) of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation. Nevertheless, since the 

correlation coefficient (r) is equal to 0.92, then the two variables X and Y are linearly 

related.  

The above tests of regression and correlation about the variables relationship are the 

common tests that have been used in sales-effect of advertising researches like many 

researchers observed,  Dauda, (2014) who argues that advertising shows significant 

relationship with sales but the other hypothesis of profitability shows no relationship 
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due to other factors. The intent of this last hypothesis of this study  was to examine 

the relationship between committed advertising expenditures and insurance sales of 

the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation. The study obtained the correlation coefficient of 

0.92 meaning that there is a significant linear relationship between advertising and 

sales. 

However, in the same analysis, our computed obtaining t – statistic in regression of 

6.5 almost equals to t – statistic (6.6) in correlation analysis. Hence, both those t-

statistics being greater than critical point (t0.25,8) of 2.306, and this concludes non-

existence of correlation between variables. Preko, A. (2012) used the Chi-square 

instead of t-statistic and found that the calculated value 17.56 was greater than the 

critical value of 9.488 and rejected the null hypothesis. The main reason for the 

peculiar finding of linear relationship without correlation may be caused by the non-

existence of systematic annual changes in the variables, meaning that sometimes 

annual changes were positive and other times negative (See Table 4.11). Precisely, 

those unsystematic changes are the results of mismatch in the direction of the 

variables caused by unplanned annual increases in the independent variable. 

Therefore, it is not confusion that we obtained advertising expenses and sales 

showing linear relationship, but not statistically correlated since variables may 

positively move in tandem as their magnitudes are all positive, but due to 

unsystematic annual increase (indicated by ratios) in their magnitudes, their directions 

are parabolic or undefined. Hence, the result of this research does not negate 

correlation principles since the result obtained from t-statistic of the correlation 

technique normally quantifies both the strength direction of the linear relationship 

between a pair of variables while the correlation coefficient only indicates the 

strength of the existence of such relationship. According to Aczel, (1996), for 

correlation to exist between variables, there should be systematic increase or decrease 

of the variables. Looking at the annual changes (not annual data) in X and Y, it is 

clear that they are not systematic as some are negative and others positive (Table 

14.3). Hence, it is not a statistical contradiction to obtain the linear relationship 

evidenced by coefficient correlation but with no correlation that should have been 
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brought about by a t-statistic. After all, the two tests employ different methodologies 

though aiming to same conclusion. 

Furthermore, the correlation coefficient ratio indicates that a 1 percentage change in 

advertising expenses influences variability on sales by almost 84 percent. This result 

directly relates with the study of Seukindo (2017) who found that Sales promotion 

and publicity had a positive statistical insignificant effect on sales performance. This 

result in fact has been influenced by the allocation of advertising budget. According 

to Sarah, (2009) who stated that if the allocation of the budget for advertising 

expenses is inadequate to cause negative periodic change, definitely a variation in 

sales should shows a downward trend - an element of riskiness on growth of sales and 

profits as shown by the curves in X and Y (Table 4.11). In addition, if the linear 

increases in X and Y taken separately, the X variable shows as if the trending line 

constant while the Y variable indicates an upward trend as indicated by thin lines 

though they both ought to show and upward trend despite at differing slopes. This 

indicates that a more deeper and intrinsic relationship between two variables (the 

correlation) is missing and what exists is a mere relationship because correlation is 

done of annual data which are all positive and not ratios. The ratio is much better 

units of statistical measurements, while the integers are absolute mathematical 

numbers much better for explaining the magnitude than the true direction of the 

trending relationship. Therefore, in the table 4.11, the high increase in changes in 

sales in 2011 is the extreme case or outlier which may be explained by other factors 

not considered in assumptions such collections of revenues not corresponding to 

usual annual operations or revenues from other sources of the Corporation. 

 Table 4. 10: Annual Percentage Changes in Advertising (X) and Sales (Y) 

Year Annual Increase (X) Annual Increase (Y) 

2006 0 0 

2007 49% 3% 

2008 33% 30% 

2009 13% -7% 
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2010 -3% -53% 

2011 12% 260% 

2012 10% 16% 

2013 22% 62% 

2014 19% -17% 

2015 30% 54% 

Source: ZIC Financial Statements (2006 – 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4. 7 Annual Percentage Changes in Advertising (X) and Sales (Y) 

Source; Research Data, 2018 

In insurance business, such collections may be attributable to re-insurance and 

interest earnings that are not directly influenced by advertisement program. That 

extended analysis to involve percentage changes in X and Y were necessary as 

coefficient of correlation alone is not conclusive. This is so, as correlation considers 

the annual amounts and not the way those amounts change. In fact, those annual 

amounts happen to be all positive figures but yet their annual changes provide 

negative impact to both variables as indicated by negative percentage changes. 

Furthermore, as correlation of X on Y is just the same as correlation of Y on X, hence 
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the missing causal-effect phenomenon constricts elaborate analysis and hence curtails 

conclusive findings.  

In addition to above analysis, it is worthwhile to note two more principles. First, we 

mentioned already that a coefficient of correlation (r) indicates the strength of the 

correlation between the predictor or independent variable (X) and the criterion or 

dependent variable (Y). Second, the coefficient of determination (R2) indicates the 

percentage of the variability among the criterion or dependent scores that can be 

attributed to differences in the scores on the predictor or independent variable. In this 

study, as r equals 0.92, R2 equals 0.84. In this case, since a 1 percentage point 

increase in X posits 84% increase in Y, it follows that a small decrease in X also has 

high decrease in Y as the trending curves and independent thin lines show, in which 

the main challenging factor remains with budgeting of advertising expenses at ZIC. 

4.12 Research Gap and Recommendation for further Researches 

Empirical studies on “effect of advertising on insurance sales” have approached the 

study by investigating what is conveyed in the advertising and what is received by the 

audience.  Corvi et al (2010) investigated the verbal text of the spot to verify the level 

of understanding the message and finding the reasons for wrong perceived meaning. 

In another study, (Njogu, 2016) approached the study of advertising on sales in terms 

of persuasiveness, observed the effects on the formation process of attention, 

memory, attitude, and behavior. Other authors yet approached advertising 

effectiveness in reference either to the language of the message (Scott, 1994).  

All the above mentioned researchers analyzed the study of advertising in terms of the 

quality of the message from the viewpoint of its construction, its presentation and the 

place of the communication and reception. All these approaches are valid and have 

remarkable contribution of body of knowledge but do not directly measure the 

competence of the company management especially the marketing department on the 

implementation of advertising processes. Those studies do not fully commit 

management as executors of advertising programs, as some studies mention of the 

involvement of the professional advertisers who in most cases are private actors 

whom it is difficult to get enough information for evaluation and research.  
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The approach of this study aims to evaluate decision-making process on 

implementation of advertising programs by management of the Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation and in particular the implementation of its Marketing department as far 

as advertising is concerned. Another vivid research gap in this field emanates from 

the very fact that most conducted researches so far have orientation of the developed 

world and mostly those countries outside Sub-Saharan Africa. This study looks at 

Tanzania in East Africa and in particular the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation whose 

accountability is directly supervised by the government and scrutinized by the 

parliament. As such, the research is of tremendous public interest apart being for 

academic uses.  

Nonetheless, the available data in this research limits the use of multiple regressions 

but in situation where advertising is allocated around different advertising tools such 

as TV, newspapers, billboards etc., it is possible and hence recommended to use 

multiple regression and correlation. The use of multiple regressions is important 

because it captures and orients marketing decision making on the systematic 

arrangements of allocating advertising fund to various tools of advertising. This then 

provides flexibility and focus of adequate adverting use of composition of advertising 

tools in advertising programs.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

The main objective of this study was to assess prudence of the corporate strategies or 

promotion and its reflection into the result of the analysis of the sales-effect of 

advertising. The objective of the study was achieved by surveying the opinion of the 

educated and experience high profile officers at the main office and the branch offices 

in Tanzania. The 94% response of the questionnaire was good enough qualify replies 

as reliable for analysis. Majority of respondents 75% of the personnel disagreed that 

there are any prepared blueprints directing implementation of advertising function. 

That corporate management deficiency indicates that the budgeting process of the 

promotion function is not reliable and thus money allocated for advertising may not 

reflect the need of the market. The corporation uses radios, brochures and TV as 

advertisements tools although with no proper plan of advertisings. 

On the relationship between advertising and sales, all measures of regression and 

correlation analyses show that there is linear relationship between advertising and 

sales. However, the calculated test statistics for regression and correlation analyses 

were almost equal to 6.5 and much greater than critical points of plus/minus 2.306 

showing that the null hypothesis is rejected of favor of the alternative hypothesis. 

Linear relationship between variables indicates that if one variable increases, the 

other too increases, which in our case, the correlation coefficient of 92% shows that 

sales increase at much higher rate when advertising is increased. Now, the notional 

idea that variables may linearly relate and yet not correlated is the hypothetical view 

which inspired the researcher to conduct this study particularly by questioning the 

prudence of corporate promotion strategy.  

5.2 Recommendations 

Management of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation obliges to appreciate the 

importance of the roles played by the marketing department. It is a professional ethic 

to conceive that the finance department of the Corporation is the custodian of 
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resources aimed at financing, investing, and managing corporation’s cash resources; 

and the human resources section coordinates the workforce providing human capital 

to the Corporation. In same manner, as the insurance department is responsible for the 

production or rather operations of the Corporation the ICT and planning sections are 

responsible for managing the systems of the Corporation. None of the above 

departments is close to the markets and customers who make Corporation’s sales than 

is the marketing department.  

Conceptualizing that noble role of marketing function obliges corporate management 

to act professionally using all the wisdom to ensure that marketing department is run 

professionally. Eloquent professional marketers understand that; their main role is to 

ensure there are enough customers at the markets to produce desired sales of the 

Corporation. One of the most important marketing strategies employed by all 

business enterprises is the appropriate management of advertising activities to 

feasibly influence sales. This research was aimed at exploring the status quo of the 

corporate promotion prudence and its reflection in advertising effectiveness to sales at 

the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation, and finally, culminates in proposing the 

following recommendations: 

The Board of Directors should direct the formulation of articulate corporate 

communication and promotion strategy this will help the corporation to have its own 

promotion policy and plan for advertising. It will also influence the corporation to 

have strategic and annual plan of advertising, choice of media mode of advertising 

that will provide wide scope of market for its products. 

The marketing department should prepare the communication/promotion strategy 

document to reflect the provisions of the Corporation’s strategic plan on the role of 

marketing. This document will be a blueprint to strategic allocation of fund and other 

programs to set clearly the mid and annual strategic plan of the corporation.  

The Corporation needs to strengthen its marketing department by placing qualified 

marketing official in each of its branches. Since the case of promotion via advertising 

is not a function of marketing department alone, by placing the marketing expert in 
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each department will lead participatory approaches in marketing share and advertising 

to be played by the whole institution instead of single department.  

The Corporation should conduct marketing researches and eloquently construct mixes 

of the promotion and advertising media/tools that should be include in its promotion 

and advertising plans. Research and development (R&D) is the most trusted approach 

for solving marketing problem which exists in financial related institutions. Research 

will be of helpful to identify, investigate and recommends and lastly take action 

against those problems. The results of these researches will be used as blueprint for 

policy formulation and decision making for the marketing and corporation 

development. 

Either, the Corporation should put into consideration the marketing characteristics 

and buying behavior of market segments represented by branches when deploying 

promotion and advertising programs. On other hand the Corporation’s budgeting 

processes for advertising must confirm with the annual implementation plans for 

advertising campaigns and it is recommended to involve all corporation segments. 

This will be of helpful to those segments to obtain enough budgets to run their 

campaign more smoothly rather than rely on headquarter to propose and run every 

program.    

Since the correlation coefficient shows that response of sales to advertising is far 

high, the Corporation needs to work over annual increased budget pattern to offset the 

drawback of uncorrelated relationship of sales and advertising. 

The marketing department of the Corporation should professional organize and 

manage its sales force by involvement in decision making through seminars 

concerning promotion and advertising functions. 

The corporation should put in place arrangements of motivation to sales personnel; 

especially those working at branches as they constitute sales force working outside 

the main offices in different market characteristics. 
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The proposed suggestions of this research are as a result found from discussed 

findings in the paper as well as the researcher’s own verbal interviews with many 

workers during collection of data. Last but not least, it is the hope of the researcher of 

this study that, if suggestions put forward in this study report are given priority by the 

management of the Zanzibar Insurance Corporation, prudence of corporate 

communication/promotion strategy shall improve and promotion and advertising 

influences shall improve sales of the insurance products of the Corporation. 
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ATTACHMENT ONE QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

DEGREE: Master of Science in Marketing 

 

MZUMBE UNIVERSITY, TANZANIA, 2018 

  

My name is Yusra Khamis Abeid, student of the Mzumbe University currently 

undertaking MSc (Marketing). I am conducting this research work as a partial 

fulfillment of my degree course. I therefore, kindly forward this questionnaire to you 

to assist me collecting pertinent information that will guide me assessing - the 

Effectiveness of Advertising on Sales of Insurance at the Zanzibar Insurance 

Corporation. I affirm that, the information gathered shall not be used in any way other 

than conducting research work intended for academic purpose and that all 

information shall be kept strictly confidential.  

GENERAL INFORMATION  

1. Name of the Respondent (optional) ………………………………………………… 

2. Gender: (i) Male ( )   (ii) Female ( ) 

3. Position:(i) Director ( )   (ii) Manager ( )   (iii) Normal Staff ( ) 

4. Working Experience: (i) Less than 5 years ( )   (ii) More than 5 years ( )  

(iii) New Employee ( )   (iv) More than 10 years ( ) 

5. Profession:(i) Accounting ( ) (ii) Finance ( ) (iii) Marketing ( ) (iv) Human 

Resources ( ) 

(v) ICT ( ) (vi) Education/Science ( ) (vii) Procurement ( ) (viii) Audit ( ) (ix) 

Insurance ( ) 

(x) If other than above, please specify ………………… 

6. Education Level:   (i) PhD ( ) (ii) Masters/Post Graduate ( ) (iii) Bachelor/Adv 

Diploma ( ) (iv) Ordinary Diploma/A-Level ( )   (v) Certificate/O-Level ( )  
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7. Branch/office: (i) Zanzibar HQs ( ) (ii) Dar-es-salaam ( ) (iii) Dodoma ( )  

(iv) Arusha ( ) (v) Mbeya ( ) (vi) Mwanza ( ) (vii) Mtwara ( ) (viii) Pemba ( )  

8. Work Department:(i) Finance/Administration ( ) (ii) Marketing/Operations ( )  

(iii) ICT ( ) (iv) Procurement ( ) (v) Insurance ( )  

(vi) If other than above, please specify 

………………………………………………… 

B:  ADVERTISING POLICY, PROGRAMS AND ANNUAL PLANS 

1. Does ZIC possess any advertising policy? (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No (  ) (iii) Not sure 

2. Does ZIC possess any advertising program(s)? (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No (  ) (iii) Not sure (  

) 

3. Does ZIC prepare any annual advertising plan(s)? (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No (  )  

(iii) Not sure (  ) 

4. Does ZIC conduct any evaluation on advertising programs? (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No  

(iii) Not sure (  ) 

5. Any information other than above? Please specify: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: ADVERTISING MEDIA/TOOLS  

1. These advertising functions are performed at my office/branch:  

(i) Radio Broadcast (  ) (ii)  TV Broadcast (  ) (iii) Catalogs (  )  

(iv) House Magazines (  )  (v) Brochures/Booklets (  ) (vi) Posters/Leaflets (  )  
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(vii) Directories (  )  (vii) Billboards (  ) (viii)  Audiovisual materials (  )  

(ix) Symbols/Logos  (  )  (x) Internet/Cell phones (  )   

(xi) Internet/social media (  )   

(xii) Any other information related to above? Please specify:  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Top management of ZIC prepares and executes all advertising programs (blanket 

advertising) to serve the head office and its branches/sales offices (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No  

(iii) Not sure 

3. Each branch and sales office of ZIC possesses mandate to prepare and execute its 

own advertising programs (i) Yes (  ) (ii) No (  ) (iii) Not sure 

4. If other than (2) and (3) above, please specify: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Thank you for your participation and generous assistance towards completion of my 

studies. 

 


